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SUBMISSION: ALPHINGTON FAIRFIELD APPROPRIATE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (AFADA)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1. The Victoria Planning Framework, from the first consideration by Local Councils to the final
decision by VCAT should be fully accessible to Residents and Resident Associations. Instead it
has become a forum dominated by Lawyers where the “Planning Club” effectively excludes
Resident involvement through prolonged VCAT hearings that effectively excludes the voices of
those without the time and financial resources to participate in the process.
2. The Developers engage Legal Counsel in Appeals to VCAT from decisions of Local Councils. The
Developer’s Legal Counsel have a clear financial interest in prolonged VCAT hearings with oral
evidence from a number of experts that extend VCAT hearings over 2 weeks or more.
3. If the Developer’s Appeal results in just one more apartment, let alone another floor, then the –
tax deductible – costs of engaging Counsel and expert witnesses is justified.
4. Residents cannot raise the $30,000 or more to engage Legal Counsel (particularly for repeated
VCAT hearings) and few can take leave from their work or devote the days and weeks to
participate in these VCAT hearings. And the funds they raise are not tax deductible; they come
from post-tax income.
5. And when the Developer does not achieve all that they are seeking, they simply submit a revised
plan and the matter is considered de novo. And the process and the associated time and
financial cost begin again. An iterative process that is a one sided war of attrition.
6. The use of phrases like Preferred Heights which are relied upon by individuals when deciding
whether to move into an area adjacent to zones that allow higher density developments lose
their normal meaning when analysed by Expert witnesses and Legal Counsel for Developers.
This shredding of the general understanding of language leads to a loss of trust in the processes
of Government.
7. Unique opportunities like the Development of the 16.5 hectare Alphington Paper Mill (APM)
strategic redevelopment site where Residents were assured that the additional opportunities
open to Developers on these unique sites will not be used as precedent for Developments on
smaller adjacent sites - are later used by Developers to justify greater heights than they were
previously allowed. This erosion of commitments results in greater freedom for Developers on
these ‘unique sites’ to ‘open the floodgates’ for overdevelopment, which further undermines
faith in Government, contributing to cynicism about the Victoria Planning Framework generally.
8. These are not hypothetical arguments – the Alphington Fairfield Appropriate Development
Association (AFADA) has experienced all of these outcomes over the past 3 years. AFADA’s
experience is that developers eventually get the height that they want.
9. More specifically, this submission provides practical examples detailing the impact of preferred
versus mandatory heights and the Developer’s playbook on how the game is played. In addition,
given the challenges of climate change and sustainability, an example is provided where a
residential development of best practice environmental standards, can be economically
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constructed, marketed and sold. A final example is The Better Apartment Design Standards
(BADS) or Clause 58 – comprising of twenty seven (27) standards – of which 26 of the 27
standards are met in planning permits, yet Councils and VCAT approve permits that do not meet
the minimum requirement of Standard D10 – Deep Soil Requirements, because to do so would
impact yield.
10. Finally, there are three critical and simple changes that can be made to the Victoria Planning
Framework that would make a quick and big impact:
(i) Photo montages of developments and their expert witness must be based on a standard
focal length of 50mm (equivalent to the human eye) - rather than wide-angle
representations which reduce scale, perspective and visual bulk
(ii) Balconies should not encroach into setbacks – balcony floors and safety railings become a
pseudo wall and defeat the purpose of having setbacks in the first place
(iii) All plans and drawings submitted by the Developer are in the electronic PDF and DWG
(AutoCad drawings) formats – this enables Council, Experts, Residents and the Tribunal to
critically assess the submitted plans in an efficient and timely manner.
There are two simple ways to redress the balance, to restore VCAT as a Tribunal where Residents
can get a fair hearing and participate in the planning process.
First, VCAT should look to the High Court for examples of ways to reduce the length of the VCAT
hearings. Summary written submissions should be confined to the areas of contention identified in
all party conferences prior to the VCAT hearing. Oral submissions should be time limited and
focused on the areas under dispute – normally issues related to height, setback, density, traffic
impact etc. Expert witnesses should be similarly constrained to addressing the issues of concern and
their advocacy submitted in writing and oral testimony limited to issues in dispute.
Measures along these lines will reduce the length of VCAT hearings and the time and financial costs
to Developers, Councils and Residents.
If such practical steps can be achieved by Australia’s High(est) Court then it should be possible at
VCAT.
Second, VCAT Tribunal Members should be specifically required to intervene to protect lay
advocates – Residents – from intimidation and bullying by Legal Counsel for Developers. AFADA has
experienced such intimidating behaviour by Legal Counsel for the Developer and the Tribunal Chair
did nothing to stop it.
The requirement to ensure civility in proceedings is especially important in a tribunal where Legal
Counsel confronts lay advocates with the combative techniques of the courtroom. It would only
require the occasional intervention by the Presiding Member to ensure that intimidating tactics
were not employed. This requirement to ensure civility should be part of the job description of the
Presiding member and be explicit in the guidelines to all participants to the debate.
Respectfully submitted.
Todd Perry
President
Alphington Fairfield Appropriate Development Association (AFADA)
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DETAILED SUBMISSION - AFADA
1. Mandatory vs Preferred / Discretionary controls
The argument of Mandatory versus Preferred / Discretionary built form controls is a contentious
issue, and community associations and residents have been advocating for mandatory built form
controls.
Preferred height & setback controls provides no fixed controls or certainty. Preferred heights &
controls are pointless, as in our experience developers submit an ambient claim on height, if they
are not successful at the first appeal at VCAT, they typically get the height they prefer with the
second appeal.
DEWLP and the Planning Minister, via the recent announcement on Amendments C272yara and
C288yara, clearly demonstrates that the Victorian State Government and DELWP want to maintain
an open ended policy on development and the supply of housing. This policy can seem fine at a
strategic level as there is no direct impact on decision makers and industry actors, it is only when the
strategy is executed that the impacts are realised. It is the local communities, neighbourhoods and
residents that have to deal directly with the consequences, of which have a long and ongoing impact
on local amenity, neighbourhood character and sustainability.
With that, the following are two practical examples of mandatory and discretionary / preferred built
form controls, local and directly relatable to the Alphington and Fairfield community. These case
studies on mandatory and preferred / discretionary built form controls are transferable to other
suburbs in Melbourne.
Case study: Discretionary / Preferred controls - Alphington Paper Mill (APM) redevelopment
(DPO11)
The Alphington Paper Mill (APM) site in Alphington is a 16.5 hectare parcel of land on the corner of
Heidelberg Road and Chandler Highway and extending down to the Yarra River. Amcor ceased its
paper production and recycling operations at the site in late 2012, and during 2013 arranged for the
land to be sold. As part of this process, the planning controls over the site were changed by the
Planning Minister. The local Alphington community worked constructively with Yarra City Council
(Yarra CC) and were involved from the very start in the redevelopment of APM site.
A Development Plan Overlay (DPO11) was introduced across the site, which specifies the
requirements for the redevelopment of the site, whilst retaining the existing mixed use zoning of the
land. The masterplan and the resulting DPO was based on the following key criteria:
• to have higher/denser development situated in the north-west corner of the site and that
development would scale down to the east along Heidelberg Road and to the south to the
Yarra River
• that the DPO was an “unique island development” and would have no flow-on effect to the
remainder of Alphington outside of the DPO
• that the Yarra River riverfront would be protected from overdevelopment
Up until 2020, Glenvill had been fully compliant in constructing the majority of the site to the
preferred heights of the DPO. Following Caydon’s successful appeal at VCAT of 17 storeys, against
the preferred height of 14 storeys in the north west corner of the redevelopment site (CP Alphington
Development Pty Ltd v Yarra CC [2018] VCAT 1725), Glenvill took this as an opportunity to
significantly stray outside the preferred heights of the DPO.
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On 16 February 2021, three planning applications by Glenvill (PLN19/0841, PLN19/0606 and
PLN19/0931) went before Yarra CC. The three applications seeked to leverage off the proximity and
precedent set with the VCAT decision of Caydon’s successful appeal of 17 storeys with a “domino
effect” of justifying greater heights along Chandler Highway. The applications at the upper end
ranged in heights of 12, 10, 9 and 8 storeys, all within a precinct of the DPO with a preferred height
of 5 storeys. In the extreme case, Glenvill’s proposal of 12 storeys is a 140% increase in height from
the preferred height of 5 storeys. Such a change deviates significantly from the design principles of
the masterplan.
Yarra CC Planning
Application reference
no.
PLN19/0841 - 81
Latrobe Avenue,
Alphington (Artisan
West)

PLN19/0606 - 60
Chandler Highway,
Alphington

PLN19/0931 - 1 Latrobe
Ave, Alphington Workshops Precinct
(Precinct 5)

Proposed application

Yarra CC Planning Officer recommendations

The proposed development comprises
four buildings with a central landscape
area:
(a) Building A (north-west) – 12
storeys (39.42m);
(b) Building B (south-west) – 10
storeys (34.64m);
(c) Building C (south-east) – 6 storeys
(19.81m); and
(d) Building D (north-east) – 9 storeys
(30.5m).
The proposed development comprises
four attached buildings in a linear
arrangement:
(a) Building A – 8 storeys (25.01m);
(b) Building B – 7 storeys (21.89m);
(c) Building C – 6 storeys (18.77m);
and
(d) Building D - 5 storeys (15.65m).
(a) Wetlap Apartments –
Predominantly 5 storeys plus roof
terrace;
(b) Loft Apartments – 5 storeys plus
roof terraces;
(c) (c) Townhouses – 3 storeys plus
roof terraces.

Based on the following report, the proposal is
considered to generally comply with the relevant
planning policy and should therefore be
supported subject to the following key conditions:
(a) Reduction in the height of Building A by two
storeys (Levels 11 and 12);
(b) Reduction in the height of Building B by two
storeys (Levels 6 and 7); and
(c) Reduction in the height of Building D by three
storeys (Levels 3, 4 and 5).
Based on the following report, the proposal is
considered to generally comply with the relevant
planning policy and should therefore be
supported subject to the following key conditions:
(a) reduction in the height of Building A and B by
one storey each; and
(b) provision for a communal roof top terrace.
Based on the following report, the proposal is
considered to generally comply with the relevant
planning policy and should therefore be
supported.

With the proposed increase in height, there is no quid pro quo. In justifying the increase in height,
residents and the community are getting no increase of amenity in return. There is no increase in
ground and upper level setbacks. The pocket park will be overshadowed by adjacent high-rise
towers and the “paper trail” linear park between 17, 14 and 12 storey buildings will become a wind
tunnel. In fact amenity is going backwards, as it will diminish if these applications are successful at
VCAT.
The applications PLN19/0841 and PLN19/0606 were refused by Yarra CC and went before VCAT in a
hearing that commenced 31 Jan 2022 (P1815/2020 and P1816/2020).
The APM DPO (DPO11) with no mandatory built form controls is no different to a DDO with no
mandatory built form controls, ie. Developers will submit ambit claims in excess of the discretionary
/ preferred built form controls. There is a clear financial incentive for the Developer to do so.
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Case study: Mandatory Controls Banyule Planning Scheme DDO11 (Ivanhoe Structure Plan)
The Yarra Planning Scheme does not provide specific height and setback requirements for the
Alphington NAC. However, other activity centres in close vicinity of Alphington provide useful
guidance. In particular, the Ivanhoe Major Activity Area is located further along Heidelberg Road in
the City of Banyule.
In fact, the Darebin Precinct of the Ivanhoe Structure Plan shares the same characteristics as the
Alphington NAC. They are both on Heidelberg Road and generally share the same road width and
traffic conditions. They are both serviced by the Hurstbridge metro train line. They both interface
with residential zones. However the western sites on the Darebin Precinct are deeper and abut the
train line which provides more opportunity for development. DDO11 of Banyule Planning Scheme
calls for mixed use development in Area 1 (Darebin Station Precinct) to have a maximum street wall
height of 9m (2 storeys) bounding Heidelberg Road and maximum overall heights of 12 to 15m (3 to
4 storeys), with upper level setbacks of at least 6m. It further states (in Table 6 of DDO11) that
“Where the boundary exceeds 15 metres in length any part of a building higher than 18 metres
above natural ground level should be setback 11 metres from the property boundary”.
In 2017, the Planning Minister approved mandatory 18m height limits on the Ivanhoe Activity Centre
(Area 5) as part of a State Government pilot program. Subsequently the Planning Minister exhibited
planning scheme Amendment C123 to the Banyule Planning Scheme, which proposed to
permanently implement mandatory building height controls within the Ivanhoe Activity Centre.
Mandatory controls cannot be exceeded under any circumstances. No other planning provisions for
Ivanhoe were proposed to change. Residential zoned land within the activity centre already has
mandatory heights, which will remain in place.
Following the Planning Minister’s intervention there has been (to the best of AFADA’s knowledge)
only one (1) planning permit application that has attempted to stray outside the mandatory height
controls. The subject site was 8-16 Seddon Street, Ivanhoe, which consisted of a heritage building on
a site with vacant land. As the vacant land formed part of the Heritage Overlay zone, there was no
mandatory height for the vacant land. The proposal was an integrated development of two mixeduse buildings of four to seven storeys above basements and partial retention of a two-storey
heritage building. The Developer unsuccessfully appealed at VCAT, Banyule Council’s decision to
refuse the permit (Paz Challa Properties Pty Ltd ATF 8 Seddon Street v Banyule CC [2020] VCAT 59).
Sites within the DDO11 - Ivanhoe Structure Plan are being built in accordance with the mandatory
height controls and Developers are not appealing planning permit applications in relation to height
controls at VCAT. This is saving Banyule Council and residents considerable effort, time and money.
This also has the added advantage of cutting out land speculators. Mandatory built form controls
work.
2. The Developer’s Playbook
Given AFADA’s experience (since 2017) with development applications, consequently dealing with
Statutory Planning at Yarra CC and being a party to multiple VCAT hearings, AFADA can speak
authoritatively on the Victorian Planning Framework and planning system. In short the planning
system and VCAT is broken. The following playbook can be considered as a generalisation, due to
variations with specific planning applications, however in the main part this how the larger and more
sophisticated developers “game the system”, particularly for sites where there are no mandatory
controls:
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STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5
STEP 6

STEP 6

STEP 7

A Developer submits a planning permit application to Yarra CC as an ambit
claim so as to maximise yield for a given site, ie. Maximum height and
minimum setbacks.
Once publicised, Yarra CC Statutory Planning generally support the ambit
claim with conditions to comply with Better Apartment Design Standards
(BADS) / Clause 58 (except for Standard D10 - Deep Soil Planting).
Local community association and residents lobby Yarra CC Councillors
rostered on the Planning Decisions Committee (as the Responsible
Authority) to either refuse the planning application or approve with
conditions, whilst countering the pressures of Yarra CC Statutory Planning.
(in recent times Statutory Planning fails to make a decision in the legislated
time period and the Developer takes the application straight to VCAT).
The Developer lodges an appeal at VCAT of Council’s decision to either
refuse the application or approval with conditions. The developer typically
engage law firm Best Hooper who then hire a barrister (QC or SC, ie, Morris,
Gobbo etc) and expert witnesses such as Amanda Ring, Tim Biles, Mark
Sheppard, John Patrick et al.
Yarra CC typically engage Maddocks and a barrister (SC) along with a town
planner and/or urban designer expert witness (ie. Hodyl & Co).
Local community group and residents undergo fundraising to engage either
a planning solicitor or barrister. The money required is in the range of
$20,000-40,000 for major hearings of 4-5 days, longer hearings cost more.
VCAT either:
(a) approves the application based on Yarra CC Statutory Planning’s
recommendations with some cosmetic changes; or
(b) rejects the ambit claim subject to a few deficiencies.
If the outcome is (b) from STEP 6, the Developer then goes back to STEP 1
with a revised ambit claim and repeats the process again (and again if
required) until the Developer eventually gets the desired outcome.

The Victorian Planning Framework and planning system is heavily biased toward Developers. In
comparison to Yarra CC, and particularly community associations and residents, Developers are far
better resourced. Just the approval of one extra apartment covers the costs of a Developer’s appeal
at VCAT, which is fully tax deductable as a business expense. There is a clear financial incentive for
Developers to appeal at VCAT. In contrast community associations are typically incorporated
associations and the funds raised for a VCAT hearing are post-tax income and not tax deductable.
Through the attrition of repeated VCAT hearings, Developers have the strategic advantage of
outspending community associations and residents to the point Developers eventually get their
desired outcome. An additional observation of the VCAT system is comparing the appeal process to
other legal system, eg. If a proponent in the criminal system makes an appeal there is the risk that
the proponent may end up worse off. This is not the case in VCAT. An appeal at VCAT is all blue sky
for a developer.
Another key issue is that Statutory Planners generally support planning permit applications that are
ambit claims. Given the “small world” and “clubby” nature of the planning industry, it would be very
brave for a career minded Planning Officer to be too critical of planning permit applications.
Developers and their legal representation then leverage off the recommendations of Statutory
Planning in VCAT hearings to support their ambit claims and argue that the decision by Yarra CC, as
the Responsible Authority, is simply a political decision based on Yarra CC Councillors appeasing their
electorate.
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Ironically, the original purpose of VCAT was primarily as a forum for litigants-in-person and the
participation of lawyers (or other legal representatives) was not encouraged so as to substantially
reduce the cost of litigation. Planning has now spawned into an industry of highly paid barristers,
lawyers, town planners, urban designers and other industry experts / consultants advocating the
commercial interests of Developers, which often conflict with the amenity and sustainability of
communities and neighbourhoods. This all comes at a cost to taxpayers, ratepayers and residents
(via fundraising) in defending the objectives of the planning scheme, amenity and sustainability at all
stages of the planning process.
3. Effectiveness of Design & Development Overlays (DDOs)
During the recent Planning Panels Victoria hearing on Amendment C269yara, there was much
discussion on DDO’s being the tool to control development in activity centres and shopping strips
within Yarra CC.
Given the recent announcement by the Planning Minister, plus examples and comments in the
previous sections of this addendum, AFADA’s conclusion is that DDO’s that have no mandatory built
form controls and performance-based requirements to exceed discretionary height limits are
pointless and a waste of time, due to the following:
•

•
•

•
•

Developers completely ignore discretionary / preferred heights and setbacks built form
controls as their prime objective is to maximise yield and hence profit via ambit claim
planning applications
Statutory Planning Officers do not strictly enforce DDOs and generally support in the main,
all planning applications that are ambit claims
VCAT generally and eventually support the ambit claims, ie. Maximum heights and minimal
setbacks, subject to some cosmetic changes to the initial application or following an
application based on revised plans
DDOs with no mandatory controls provide no certainty on development and planning
matters to communities, neighbourhoods and residents
DDOs with no mandatory controls will see no reduction in the number of VCAT hearings
which will be at an ongoing cost to taxpayers, ratepayers and residents

From a practical standpoint, the DDO11 Ivanhoe Structure Plan with mandatory built form controls
clearly provides more certainty than the DPO11 Alphington Paper Mill (APM) redevelopment with
preferred heights.
4. Transition to Net Zero Carbon Emissions and Sustainable Building Designs
The Heidelberg Road Corridor Built Form Framework and Planning Controls draft by Yarra CC makes
no reference to the transition to Net Carbon Emissions and Sustainable Building Designs within
Planning.
The Cities of Moreland and Darebin have shown themselves to be leaders in Climate Change policy
and adopting sustainable practices. The Yarra CC has only references to net zero for its own
emissions. The City of Darebin has a Climate Change Action Plan 2017-2022 and Climate Emergency
Plan 2017-2022. Further to this, Plan Melbourne Direction 6.1 states: “Transition to a low-carbon city
to enable Victoria to achieve its target of net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050”.
Moreland Council has a strategy that aims to engage all members of the Moreland community
including residents, businesses, schools, local community groups, as well as Council itself, to take
action to transition our community to zero carbon by 2040, this includes planning.
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An achievable and practical example of sustainability best practice is the Nightingale 2.0
development at 72a Station Street Fairfield in the City of Darebin.
The Nightingale development is a part six (6) and part five (5) storey building associated with 20
dwellings and three (3) retail premises. In terms of environmental design, I would suggest that the
Nightingale 2.0 development is considered industry “best practice” in terms of excellence.
The STEP assessment for 72a Station Street, Fairfield is as follows:
Category
Greenhouse emissions from energy use
Peak energy use
Mains water use
Stormwater quality
Building materials
Project sustainability score

Required score
25%
10%
25%
100%
11%

Project score
43%
100%
36%
136%
20%
335/500

Table 3: Nightingale STEP assessment

The Sustainable Management Plan stipulated six objectives:

Energy Efficiency
Sustainable Energy
Supply
Water Efficiency &
Management
Sustainable Waste
Management
Sustainable
Transport
Materials Selection

 Minimum 7.5 star average thermal performance rating (40% less
energy for space conditioning than a 6-star home)
 Zero fossil fuels in operation
 15 kW rooftop PV system
 100% renewable energy (generated on-site or off-site)
 Potable water consumption of 110 litres per person per day
 Storm rating of 125%
 80% of construction waste diverted from landfill
 90% of trips to work, study & social events completed using public
transport or active transport
 Use of materials that have lower embodied energy, use recycled
content and renewable resources, exclude harmful substances
such as Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) and are more durable

Table 4: SMP objectives

The Nightingale 2.0 development has been based on design excellence & realised industry “best
practice” opportunities to maximise thermal efficiency:
• Orientation of all apartments living areas to north, no internal passages are included in the
development & excellent cross ventilation opportunities for all apartments
• Glazing ratios carefully managed (particularly to west & south to reduce unwanted heat
gain & heat loss)
• Specification of high, performance, double glazed timber-framed windows throughout
• Balconies to the north & open walkway to the south of each floor will be thermally broken
from the slab, reducing thermal transfer
 Installation of centralised heat pump boilers to provide efficient heating and hot water to
the apartments
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Due to significant insulation and excellent passive thermal performance, no active space cooling
beyond ceiling fans will be provided to apartments or commercial tenancies.
The Nightingale 2.0 development should be the sustainability benchmark that Yarra CC and other
Councils sets for residential developments.
Environmentally sustainable design elements should be incorporated at the time of planning
approval to improve outcomes given the difficulty in retrofitting changes to buildings. The following
amendment considerations are required:
•
•
•
•

Reducing living costs associated with housing, such as energy costs.
Reduced greenhouse gas emissions
Supporting renewable energy strategies and components in building design (i.e. Solar Panels
and Battery Banks).
Consideration of developments on the ability for surrounding residences to utilise renewable
energy (i.e. overshadowing of solar panels).

The Victoria State Government and Councils should be a leader in Net Zero Carbon Emissions and
Sustainable Building Designs, particularly with planning by setting a high environment standard with
new developments.
5. Open space and amenity - deep soil plantings
The Better Apartment Design Standards (BADS) or Clause 58 detail twenty seven (27) standards in
guiding and assessing apartment developments of five or more storeys in residential and other
zones.

Table 5: BADS / Clause 58 standards

In particular, Standard D10 Landscaping points to not just to the more traditional aspects of
landscaping, e.g. to provide appropriate landscaping and to encourage development that respects
the landscape character of the area, but also emphasizes its environmental purpose, i.e. to promote
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climate responsive landscape design and water management in developments that support thermal
comfort and reduces the urban heat island effect.
To achieve this, Standard D10 sets out the requirement to provide deep soil areas for the planting of
canopy trees, with the size of these areas specified according to site size, in Table D2. Importantly,
these areas provide zones of permeable soil, which not only allows for the planting of substantial
canopy trees, but provides for water penetration to root zones and the water table. Areas of
permeable soil help mitigate the effects of heat mass created by large built forms.

Table 6: Deep soil areas and canopy trees

As stated previously, residential areas in Alphington and Fairfield are designated “Garden
Residential” in character in the Yarra Planning Scheme, ie. characterised by the garden areas set in
substantial front setbacks.
Yarra CC’s “Urban Forest Strategy Plan 2017” notes the threat of infill development to private realm
canopy cover:
“As further in-fill development occurs there may be less space on private land for future trees to be
planted and there is the potential threat that that private realm canopy cover may decrease into the
future. However, there is possible scope through planning for large developments to actually increase
green and permeable space.”
Given the BADS guidelines, Yarra CC’s policies and strategies, what happens in practice is another
matter.
Effectively Standard D10 impacts on yield, consequently applicants submit development proposals
with either no deep soil area or an area well below the minimum stipulated in Standard D10. In
contrast, applications generally comply with all the other standards of BADS / Clause 58 (except for
Standard D10). Planning Officers generally recommend that applications fully comply with all the
standards of BADS / Clause 58 except for Standard D10.
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Due to the support of the reduced deep soil areas by Yarra CC’s Statutory Planning Department,
residents are then left with no choice other than contesting this position at Council and then at
VCAT.
Examples of >5 storey applications in Alphington since the adoption of BADS is a follows:

Address
700-718
Heidelberg
Road,
ALPHINGTON
700-718
Heidelberg
Road,
ALPHINGTON
582
Heidelberg
Road
ALPHINGTON
779-785
Heidelberg
Road
ALPHINGTON

VCAT decision
Aleks
Nominees Pty
Ltd v Yarra CC
[2018] VCAT
1315
LX Nominees
Pty Ltd v Yarra
CC [2021]
VCAT 69
The Churches
of Christ Vic
Tas v Yarra CC
[2019] VCAT
842
WWC
Commercial
Pty Ltd v
Darebin CC
[2018] VCAT
2016

Site area

Standard D10
minimum area

Applicant
proposed
deep soil
area

Planning
officer
recommend

Council
decision

VCAT
decision

Percent.

Area

2,980 m²

15%

447 m²

246 m²
or 8.25%

Supported
246 m²
or 8.25%

15%

Upheld
15%

2,980 m²

15%

447 m²

238 m²
or 8%

Supported
238 m²
or 8%

15%

8%
+ roof top
planters

3,729 m²

15%

559 m²

345 m²
or 9.25%

Supported
345 m²
or 9.25%

Refusal
to grant
permit

Application
refused

1,057 m²

7.5%

79 m²

0%

Refusal to
grant
permit

Refusal
to grant
permit

0%

Table 7: >5 storey applications in Alphington since the adoption of BADS

When appealed at VCAT, the tribunal generally make recommendations that applications fully
comply with all the Standards except for Standard D10.
These examples demonstrate the following:


Statutory Planning Officers and VCAT generally accept the applicants position of providing a
deep soil area significantly less than the BADS Standard D10 minimum guidelines



Yield is the primary driver in assessing and granting planning permits by Yarra CC Statutory
Planning Officers and VCAT



Given the declaration of Climate Emergency and the Net Zero aspirations of Yarra CC, the
practical application of sustainability is a lower order consideration
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